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~uppose an investor hws a fixed demsion horizon and an appropriate utihty function 
for measuring his or her utility of weulth. If there are only two investment vehicles~ a 
risky and a risk-free asset, then the optimal investment s rategy is ~uch that, at any 
tune, the anmunt invested in the risky asset must be the product of his or her "current 
risk tolerance" ~nd t, he risk premium on the risky a.sse~, divided by the square of the 
diffusion coefficient of the msky a.~set. In the case of more than one risky asset, the 
optimal investment s rategy is similar, w~th the ratios of the amounts invested in the 
different risky assets being constant over time. 
KEYWORDS: Dynamic asset allocation, optm~al capital growth, utility functtons, risk 
tolerance, Esscher transform. 
1. In t roduct ion  
This paper is about opt imal investment s rategies. A classical investment strat- 
egy is b~ed on the Markowitz mean-vaxiance analysis. Unfortunately, the 
Markowitz model is a one-period model. In cont r~t ,  investing (for example 
for retirement) may welt be ~ long*term, mult i -period probIem. As t, ime passes, 
the investor c~n and will re-Mlocate assets or rebalance his or her investment 
portfolio. As Luenberger (1998, p. 417) has noted, "conclusions about multi- 
period investment s ituat ions are not mere variations of single-period conclusions 
- -  rather they often reverse those earlier conclusions. This makes the subject 
exciting, both intellectually and in practice. Once the subtleties of mult iperiod 
investment are understood, r  he rewas-d in terms of enhanced investment perfor- 
mance can be substantial" .  Other insightful remarks can be found in articles by 
the Nobel laureate Paul Samuelson (1990, 1997). 
This paper treats the multiperiod, continuous-t ime investment problem, where 
re-allocation or re-b~tlaneing of assets takes pt-~'e dyna.mieally. For a given de- 
, ~sion horizon and a given criterion to ;~ssess the utility of we,~lth, wh~t is the 
, ,p~mal dynamic investment strategy'.' Expositioixs of this problem can b, ~ found 
ill advanced textbooks and research monographs such as Bi,'ksler a.r~d Samuels,)n 
~ t974. Part Vl), BjSrk 1199S), Duffle 11996. Chapter 9), Kar~Ltza.s and Shrove 
,~1.q98), Kern 1t9~)7}, Matlians and Brock 11932, Chapter 4), Morton It990). 
Plisl,x~ I1997, Chapter 5/. Scthi (1996) and Ziemba "rod Vickson fl975). Some 
~ :~rly papers ,m this subj~ct are Mossin 11968), Samut~tson (1969) ~ln(l Morton 
. [969), and recent surveys can be tbund in Hakansson {19~7i, Constantinides 
.rod Mallarias ~ 19957, and Hal~msson and Ziemba 11995). Several audlors treat 
~.he problem ~f optimal investment simultane()usl~" with the problem of optimal 
,'~)nsumption. In the e~,ntext of a saving process, ~he first problem ~tt~pears to 
l,t. much more important. Including the second problem may a,dd unnecessary 
,.~)mplications and require advanced mathematics such as dynamic progr~_Lmming 
',1 ,T.,-,ntinuous ~imo (stocha.stic control theorv t and the Hamilt.~m-.k~cr 
! {.TB } . qu:t.ti,)ll. 
This p;~I)er gives a. hagely s,zlf-co~ltamt.d exp~slti,m Oll (~IJt.llmtl ~..tpl~tl growth 
:Hal dynamic as.~et aIloc:ition. The ba~es :~re laid in Sections 2 to 5; we consider 
, ,.me-p,~riod mo, lel, where arbitrary rand~nn payments, due at the termmat 
' hue , decision horizon), can be traded at time 0. For a given utility function, 
~l~e investor .~eeks to maximize the expected utility of ternmzal wealth (wo~dth at 
h'c~s~on horizon). To understand the optimal d,-cision, it is judicious to introduce 
~h,; risk tolerance function ,associated with the utility flmction, and the hnphed 
~,t~lity, that is the maximM expected utility of terminal wealth, considered .as a 
tu~tction of the current wealth. Some very explicit results are obtained for utility 
I~mctions with a linear risk tolerance function. The solution of the dynamic asset 
.~llocation problem is presented in Sections 6 .'_rod 7. In Section 6, the investment 
':~.hicles are riskless asset and a single risky asset. In Section 7~ the universe of 
mw:stment vehicles is ~miar~ed to the more realistic case ,)f more than one risky 
.,.,set. The optimal dynamic investment strategy can be found with a simple 
:, f,.~.: ,'onsider the self-financing portfolic~ that replicates the optimal terminal 
,.,.',,alth. The key results can be formulated in terms of the risk-neutral Esscher 
i,.,r~uneter {a term coined to honor the Swedish actuax'y F. Esscher {1932)) and 
i,, terms of the elasticity, with respect to the current wealth, of the expected 
,,mrginal utility of optimM terminal weM~h. 
2. Securities Market ~vlodels with Price Density 
I ',)nsider an investor who is to invest an amount w in the securities market at 
f,,m, 0. The investor's planning horizon is T, a fixed positive number. There is 
,~,, w~thdrawal or addition of funds between time 0 and time T. The goal is to 
,,l~t.imize, in a certain sense, the value of the investor's investment holdings at 
t ,me T. All discussions in this paper are restricted to the time interval [0, T]. 
The securities market model under consideration is one in which the securities 
,r :~sets are priced by a pvtce density k~. The price density ~1~ is a positive random 
,,;,,laNe with expectation E[,IJ] - t. For a contingent payment Y due at time 
['. i~s price, known at time 0 and paid at t,ime T, is the expectation E[Y~I@ 
In ,~ther words, the quantity E[Y~P] is the time-0 forward prrme for the random 
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payment i'" due at tnne T. [n this patper, we simply assume that the risk~free 
force of interest, is ,:onstant d~rough time and we denote it as c. Hence the time-O 
price of }'* is e-"TE[}'~]. 
2.1. A Single Risky As.,'et 
For a classical example of % consider a securities market model consist, lag of 
a r isLfree ~set  (,~r risk-free bond) whose value accumulates at the risk-tree 
r~te r, a risky ~set  which pays no dividends between dines 0 and T, and their 
derbat ive securities. I The assumption that the risky asset pays no dividends is 
not critical, because one can consider ~dl dividends being r@~vested in the ~sset 
~.~ ~:oon ~s they :ue received.) For 0 ~_~ t 22 T, let tee price of a ~.m,'t of the ri,-ky 
k~Set .tl tiWsO t be ,.{en,A,~d .~,, S{~]. A..s~mle that. {-S!t,] is a 9eom,- i rm Bc,}.,mar. 
mohua, i.e., lt~ batisfies the stoctmstic dflferential ,-qua.tion 
dS(t) = #Srt)dt + aS(t)dZ(t), t2.i) 
where tt and cr are constants and {Z(t)} is a s~andard Wiener process (or Brow- 
nian motion). As pointed out in Gerber and Shiu ( 1994, i996), ehere is a unique 
number h ' ,  called the msk-nev.tral Esschcr parameter, such that 
S(T) h" 
q2 = (2 .2 )  
E [sI~?'] 
is the price density of the securities market; see also Section 10,9 of Panjer et aI. 
(1998). 
Let 
X(~.) = tnIS(t)/S{Ol ] (2.3) 
be the continuously compounded rate of return over the time interval [0, t]. Then 
12.2) can be rewritten as 
eh*XdT) 
' P= E [eh'xlY)] ' (2.4) 
Differentiating (2.3) with respect to t using It6's Lemma and applying (2.1) 
ymlds 
dX(t) = (# - ~2/2)dt + edZ(t), (2..5) 
or  
X(t) = I# - a2/2) t  + crZ(t), i2.6) 
Considering S(T) as a random payment, one sees that  
~'(o) = e " rE [S(T I r  (2.7) 
or  
~2.s) 
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It follows from (2.8) and (2.t;) (with t = T) that 
h" = fr - #)t'a 2, 12.9) 
We shall r~turn to this model in Section 6 and show t,h.tt the optimal invest- 
m~nt strategy is one in which the amount invested in the risky asset divided 
by the investor's "current risk tolerance' is aiways kept :~t the constant level 
-h*  = (It - r ) / r  In finance, the quantity -h '~r  = (/a. - r ) /o  is usually called 
the "market price of risk" (Baxter and Rennie, 1996, p. i19); it is related to the 
Sharpe Ratio or the Sitarpe Index (Sharpe, 1994: Luenberger, 1998, p. 187). 
2.2. Multiple Risky Asse~s 
For a more realistic securities mar~:et mocM, we consider on~ consistinR of st n,bk- 
free asset accumuhtting at rate r, n risky a~sets which pay no dividends between 
times 0 a.nd T. and their derivative securities. For t) < t < T Lutd j -- 1,2 . . . . .  .n,, 
let S 0 (t} denote the price of the d-th risky .asset at time t. Following the usual 
approach in the finance literature, assume that the dynamics of the asset prmes 
are given by the following system of rt stochastic differential equations 
d = 1,2 . . . . .  ~a, (2.I0) 
where #a and a;k are constants and {Z,(t)}, {Z2it)}, . . . .  {Z~,it)} are n indepen- 
dent standard Wiener processes. Under the ~sumpt ion that the matrix 
C= (ojk (2.11) 
is nonsingular, there exist n unique numbers, h~, h*~,..., h~, called risk-neutral 
Esscher parameters, uch that 
$1 (T)M S2(t)a; . . .  S. (T)h; 
= E [&(T)aTS2(T)a~ . . .  &,IT)aa] (2.12) 
is the price density of the securities market. Gerber and Shiu (1994, Section 7) 
determine the n parameters using the n equations. 
Sj(O) = e-~'TEIS3(T)'O], j = 1 ,2 , . .  ,n. (2.13) 
Let 
Then 
x, (t) = z~[s, f0I~5(0)], 
dXj (t) = #j - ~ ~;k 
k=l  
j = t ,2, .  ,u, 
s~ 
dt + ~ crj~dZ~lt), 
k=- 1 
12.14) 
(2,1,5) 
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,generalizing {2.5). Equation (2.15) also follows from (2.5) by identifying the 
Brownian motion 5"~._1 crjkZk(t) in (2.15) with the Brownian motion crZ(t) in 
( 2. I). Because 
) Cov(X,(t), X~(t)) = Coy a,,kdZ~(t), %,~dZm(t) 
\ k= l  m=l  
rL 
= t Z cqk~ 
s  
the covariance matrix for {Xj(t)} is tCC T. For a simple formula of the risk- 
neutral Esscher parameters {h~}, define the column vector 
h*.:(h{./4,....h:,) r, 
#=(#~,#2, .,#,)~ 
~2.16) 
f2.t7) 
and 
1=(t ,  1 . . . ,1 )  r. (2.18) 
Then 
h* = (CCT) - * ( r l  - #), (2.t9) 
which generalizes (2.9). 
In the finance literature (Baxter and Rennie, 1996, p. 188; Bj6rk, 1998; 
Karatzas and Shreve, 1998), the elements of the vector 
m = C- l (#  - r l )  (2.20) 
are called market prices of risk. Hence the risk-neutral Esscher parameters and 
market prices of risk are related by formula 
h* =~ - - (cT) - Im.  (2.2t) 
3. Characterizing the Optimal Terminal Wealth 
An investor, who has the amount w to invest at time 0 and buys the time-T 
random payment Y in the securities market, will have 
W(Y) = we ~T + Y - E[Y~2] (3.1) 
at time T. Note that, for each Y, 
E[W(Y)~] = we% (3.2) 
The term "terminal wealth" is used to describe the random variable W(Y), 
because T is the decision horizon for the investment problem and "wealth" is a 
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sta~dard term i~, the titvmc~:tt literature. There are other appropriate .~ub.~titutes 
for "woMth", such as ~accumulation value", '~aceumulation" ~tnd "fortune". 
Assmne the investor ~ses a risk-averse u.hliiy ]~m,'t'wn ul*) for determining 
the opt~rnatterminal wealth. That is, there is a flmetic, n a(z), wifh ~t'(x) ;- 0 and 
l~"(x) < 0, fur which the terminal wealth W(Y/ that maximizes the expect.ation 
E['utWIYJtJ is to be determined. Furthermore. a~sume that the ,tecreasing 
function u~(x] varios between +,m and 0, as x varies in the domain of defimtion; 
this property is sadslied by many important ntilit.y functions. A recent .~urvey 
on utility theory can be fomld in Gerber and Pafumi 11998). 
Le~ Wr denote the optimal terminal wealth W(Y) .  It follows from t3.2) that 
E[WT~]  = we ' ' r .  3.:') 
Subject to (;<3), the rn~lclom variable lI,~ ,':m Im ,'haract,:riTed by 
. ' l  Wr, = E[u,'i W:.I]'P. .S.4} 
To derive (3.4). consider the Lagrangian 
L(w, ,\) : s[,~c w~] -  ,X{E[I,~"~]- ~,~,.r }, 3.5) 
where ,\ denotes the Lagrange multiplier ~md IV the wealth random wm~d~le. 
The "gradient" of L with respect o W is 
(an explanation can be tbund in Deprez and Gerber ~1985)) The optimality 
condition is that the gradient vanishes. Hence 
dl ~t~) = i,I,, (3.6) 
where ,\ is the optimal wdue of the Lagrange multiplier. Taking expectations 
yields 
E[a'(WT)] = i <3.7) 
Thus the optimal Lagrange multiplier is the expected marginM utility of opti- 
mal terminal wealth. Substitution of (3.7) in (3.6) yields (3.4), For another 
derivation of (3A), see Gerber and Shiu (1998). 
Because u" < 0, the marginal utility function u' has an inverse flmction. Let 
it be denoted as v, i.e., v(W(x)) = x. (In Section 8.10 of Panjer et al. (19981, 
the function v is denoted as h.) Applying the flmction v to both sides of (3.6'i 
gives 
l~  = v<i,P). (3.s) 
By (3.3), 
E[ , I , v ( i r  = ~e ~T is.9) 
This formula establishes the functional relationship between A and w. The next 
section presents ome important examples of ~,he optimal terminal wealth random 
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variable [Vr. h~ each of these examples, 13.9) leads to an explicit, expresbion tbr 
]\, which can then be subst i tuted in I3.81. 
4. LRT  Ut i l i ty  ~Mnctions 
D)r a twice-differentiable ut, ilit, y n(.r), the function 
f ix} = -~/ Ia ' ) /u" I~' )  ,4.11 
is called the ,~,sk tolerance f lmction (Panjer et al. 1998, p. [61). The assumption 
that u is a risk-averse utility function (~d > 0 and u" < 11) implies that T(.C) is 
strictly positive (in the domain of definitiou of u). Throughou~ this paper, we 
:droll i l lustrate t.hc l.hoorv with linear rash t~dcra'nre {LRT) uti[it.y fim,-tions. If 
r is ;~. const.;mt c,r :, finear fun,'t~on ,,f a' [~.bhict~.d to the ,[,omqm of ,i~.flmti~m 
,~ ~*1, ti~,-~? the tatalir iunction t~ is ~ member  ~)f the LRT cl,,ss. Bee,m-co the 
remproc:d of ~he risk tolerance function is called the t Arrow-PratU absolute risk 
aversion IARA) function, the LRT class of uti l ity flmctions is also called the 
h.@erb~hc absob~te czsk averswn (HARAI  class of util ity flmctions. 
The LRT uti l ity functions can be classified into ~hree subclasses, dependii.g 
,m whether r ( z )  is colmtant, linear and decreasing, or linear and increasing. Two 
utility functions are said to be equivalent if they have the same risk tolerance 
function. In other words, two util ity functions are equivalent if one is an affine 
flmction of the other. In each of the next three subsections, a formula is given 
for the util ity f lmctions {up to equivalence} of a subcl,~ss, followed by a formula 
for the opt imal  terminal wealth WT. 
4.1. Constant R~sk Tolerance Utdity Functwns 
These are the exponential  f imetion with parameter  a > 0, 1/a being the constant 
level of risk tolerance. Up to eqnivalence, 
uCx) = -e-"~/a,  - oo < x < co, (4.2) 
u'(x) = e -~ ,  - ,~  < x < ~,  (4.3) 
and 
'v~x) = (-1/a)tn(.c), 
The risk tolerance function is 
7f,c) = 1/a, 
Here, {3,8) and {3,9) become 
and 
- ,~  < x < co. 14.4) 
- ,~  < z < c~. (4.5) 
~4,6) 
14.71 
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respectively. By eliminating the ln[A) term, 
(4.8) 
4.2. Decwasmg LRT  Utihty Funct ions 
These are the power utility functions with parameters c and s, c > 0, where c is 
power of the marginal utility ( -1 /c  is the slope of the risk tolerance function) 
and s is the finite level of saturatmn or maximal satisfaction. Up to equivalence, 
.'t.(x)= {s -  c /+ l , (c+l ) ,  x<s .  
t (X}  ~ IS  ,P)':~ z -< ,~, 
('.1.9) 
(4.10) 
:rod 
'v(x} : s - x l''~, 
The risk tolerance flmction is 
z < s. (4.11} 
r (x )  = (s - x ) /c ,  x < s.  {4 ,12)  
Here, (3.8) and (3.9) become 
WT = s ~ A1/~2' /~ i4.13) 
and 
respectively. Hence 
s - i l / cE[91+t/~]  = we ~r, (4.~4) 
8 - -  Yde rT  
~t~ -- s 91f~, w < se - fT .  (.1.15) 
Note that, if w > e -* rs ,  the investment problem has a trivial solution; the 
investor can achieve maximM satisfaction simply by investing all funds in the 
risk-free asset. 
4.3. Increasing LRT  Utility Funct ions 
These are the power utility functions with parameters c and s, e > 0, where -c  is 
~he power of the marginal utility (1/c  is the slope of the risk tolerance function) 
and s is the minimal requirement of the terminal wealth. Up to equivalence and 
for c# 1, 
u(z )  =/x  - s ) l - c / (1  - e),  z > s; (4 .16)  
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for c= 1, 
Then 
:md 
ftence 
9 laid 
~fx)  = ln lx -  s ) ,  x > s. 
, / Ix) = (z - s ) - ' .  x" "-. s. 
,~lx) = s + x - t / c  , .r > ,s, 
v (z )= iz -s ) / c ,  ~'>~. 
~!,~ = s + i - l t~q  j - l I e  
s +,\-;,"EL'IJ ~ ~'~] = "-'~' C 
L~7) 
4.:,~1 
4.19) 
(4.2~) 
4 o9 ] 
from which it follows that 
~9 rT  -- 8 Se  fT .  
Note that the investment problem has no solution if w < e-~rs. The investor 
views the situation as hopeless: for any random payment Y, the terminal wealth 
13.1) will be below the minimal required wealth with positive probability. 
5. Util ity of the Initial Wealth 
The maximal expected utility of terminal wealth is a function of the initial w~atth 
~. Let 
~,~,0o) = E[~tWT)]. CS.U 
In the literature, this is called a derived utility function, an implied utility rune- 
tion, an indirect utility function, or an induced utility function. The following 
relation shows that it is intimately connected with .~\: 
%(w) = ~e "r,  (~.2) 
which, by (3.7), is equivalent to 
d r E[ J (Wr) ]e~r .  (.5.3) 
To prove 15.2), we apply (3.8] to rewrite (5.1) as 
~,.01 w) = E[a(~,(Xq?))l. (5.4) 
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By tim chain rule, 
, d - . d. i, 
.0 (w i = - -E [u /v / , \ ,P )~ I  
dA 
- d [lJ 
: z~.,,' ~ i.Vr)'J ~ .x,~, >,v ] /~,  
Now, it flAlows from (,3.6) that 
~5 5) 
g[.,,,~ ~,~>)v'~.t,,~),~] = i Eu( i ,~) ,W }. 
Also, by 13.9), 
d,\ 
Applwn~ { 5 6t .m,t (5.7! to the ~ah~,dmnd .<de of r 5.5a yiehi,~ r,5 2 t. 
The f\mcti,m u0I w) does have t, lle two properties of a risk-averse utility thnc- 
tion: u~ > 0 and u~ < 0. I~, folIows from (5,21 and (3.7) that the first derivative 
u~ has the same sign as u', which is positive. To cimck the sign of the second 
derivative u~', we differentiate ( 5.2): 
= = .  5.s) 
dw 'dA 
Applying [5.7) to 15.8) yields 
,4' ( ~' ) = ~%'  E[~' (;\ '~ ) ~'e] . 15.9) 
I, Because u n is negative, it follows that v ~ is negative. Hence (5.9) shows that u~ 
is negative. 
Let 
rolw) ' " = - '%(w) /uo (w) (5,10) 
be the risk tolerence function that is associated to the derived utility hmction 
'aolW). It follows form (5.2) and {5.8) that 
= (5 .n )  
d), 
which is needed to derive the important formulas (6.9) and (7.10). 
It turns out that, for the LRT utility functions. 
~o(w)  = e-" r r l . j e~T) .  (5.12) 
In other words, u0(w) is equivalent to u(we"T). This equivalence is verified by 
showing that, in each of the three subclasses of LIlT utility functions, a{)(.w) is 
proportional to ~d(we~r). In view of (5.2J, it is sufficient o check that A. as 
a function of w, is proportional to u'(we~).  This can be done using formulas 
(4.7}. (4.14) and (4.22), respectively. 
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6. Optimal Dynamic  Investment Strategies - -  A Single Risky Asset 
Fhe result in previcms ectlo,ts are obtained under the assumption of a securit,bs 
m~rkeC in whi,:h random payments due at time 2' can1 be truded ,0r contracted at 
hrne 0. If such a market does not oxist, it may be pussible to create the r,mdom 
payments in :4 synthetic way by dynamicaliy trading the prhnitive secnritms. 
Now conmder ~ market in which securities ca.n I,e traded without transaction 
costs or taxes ~t all thnes t, 0 < t < T. In a complete securities market, each 
contingent clain~ or random payment can be replic,~ted by a self-finmleing, dy- 
nammally adjusl, ed portfoho, In particular, the optimal terminal wealth WT ctvn 
be replicated, starting with the :mlount w at time 0. Tile goal is to determine 
this optimal dynamic investment strategy. 
Consider the model of one primitive risky ~set  that was discussed in Sub- 
5,:,ctiol~ 2.1. It f,.,Ih~ws from (2.2~ and 12.-1I t}mc dlo price dcnsit.v C, dl t,e w*'Ltt~mt 
~P -- SCOl -h 'e  .... T,gIT}~'*, 16.2) 
where o is a constant such that El'P] = 1. By {3.8), the optimal ternnn:d wea,lth 
is 
WT -- v{ iS(O)-h'c-~7',q(T/~" ). 16 3) 
As in Section 10.6 ,if Panjer e~ 8L (I998), Iet us consider a contingent cl;dm at 
time T, which is a function of the risky asset price at tinm T, S(T), but does 
not otherwise depend on the asset prices before time T. That is, the contingent 
payment is rr(S(T)), where the function 7r{.} is called a payoff function. Let 
V(s, t} denote the price for the contingent claim at time t, given that S(t) = 
s, 0 < t < T. Because the market is complete, the contingent claim can be 
repl icatedby a dynamic, self-financing portfolio. For 0 < ~. < T, let o(S(t), t) 
be the amount in the' replicating portfolio invested in the risky asset at time t. 
[Hence V/S(t), t] - q(S[ t), t} is the amount in the replicating portfolio invested 
in the risk-free asset at time t]. It can be shown IBaxter and Rennie 1996, p. 95; 
Dothan 1990, p. 228; Gerber and Shiu 1996. Formula 7.22: Panjer et al. 1998, 
Formula 10.6.6) that 
q(s,t) : s 0 V(s,t). 16.4) 
N 
[The partial derivative ~ 0 is called delta in the option-pricing literature]. 
Because WT depends on both S(T) and S(O), formula (6.-1) is not directly 
applicable to determine the replicating portfolio of WT. However, it can be 
applied to a related contingent claim defined by 
,T(S(T)] = vlie-~TS(T)h').  6.5) 
With .~\ viewed as a parameter, both (6.3) and (6.5) are gradually two related 
families of payoffs. Formula (6.5) is (6.3) with .~ replaced by .~S(0) h'. Thus, 
because w = w(A) is the time-0 price for (6.3) as a function of the parameter ]~, 
the time-0 price of (6.5} must be 
v(S(0) ,0 )  =  6.6) 
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According to t6.4) and the chain rule, 
= h," ,~,$" , / ( Ld  r ) 
~6.7) 
for the replicating portfi)lio of (6.5). 
The goal is to find the replicating portfulio of t,1~. For 0 "S t < T, let tiJ) 
denote the value at time t of the replicating portfofio. In other words, by using 
the optimM strategT, v.he investor's initial investment of IE? = w aeemmflates 
to wealth Wt at time t. Let pl IVt, t) be the amount in the replicating portfolio 
invested in the risky asset at time t. [The amount invested in the risk-free ~aet 
at time t is ~,l% -p (Wt ,  t).] Note that the right-hand sides of (6.3) and (6.5) ~re 
identical if 
= Fitll = t. 
Hence it suNces to make this substituticm  16.7) to obt~un 
p~ w, ,)) = h '  b , , ' ( . i ) ,  t s . s )  
Furthermore, it follows from (5.11) and [2.9) that 
p(w, O) = -h'r~l(w) t6.9) 
~t - -  r* 
- ~2  r~ [6.10) 
The extension of these formulas to time t,0 < t < T, is evident. Let udw ) 
denote the conditional expected utility of optimal terminal wealth, given th~Lt 
IVt = w, and let re{w) be the corresponding risk tolerance fimction Hence the 
random variable r, (Wt) is the implied risk tolerance at time t, and shall be called 
the current r~sk tolerance. 
Generalizing (6.9) and (6.10), 
p(W.  t) = - h 'T,  (w , )  t 6.11) 
=-- re (~) ,  o < t < T. (6.12) (72 
This provides the simple investment rule mentioned at the end of Subsection 
2.1: the opt imal amount  invested in the risky asset is the product of 
the current risk tolerance and the risk premium on the risky asset, 
divided by the square of the diffusion coefficient. 
Consider next the optimal investment in the risky asset ms a fraction of the 
investor's current wealth at time t, 14%. Hence define 
M(W.  t) = p[We, t ) /w .  1,6.13) 
which is called the Merton ratio, in honor of the Nobel laureate Robert C. Met- 
ton. By (6.8), 
M(w, O) = h*Xw'(A) /w.  16.14) 
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Note that the quantity ~\w~('A)/w is the ela~ticzty of the initial wealth w with 
r,~spect to the expected m~'ginal utility of optimal germinal wealth A. For further 
discussion on this point, see Section 8 of Gerber and Shiu (1998). 
it follows from 15,12) that, for the LRT utility functions, (6.9) and (6.10) can 
be written as 
piw, O) = -h*e-~rr(we ~T) = ~C- -~T r(wc~T ). ~6.15) 
Applying (6.15) to (6.13) yieids 
M(w, O) = -h* c-~7~v(wc~r)/w = ~e-"Tv(we~T) .  (6.16) 
Hence for t.he LRT utility fun(:tion~, some very explicit rrmub~ can be oD~:dned, 
aa M~own in the x~cx~ three subsections. 
6.i. Constant Ri~'k Tolerance Utility Functions 
It follows from (4.5) that 
p(w, O) = -h 'e -~V/a  (6,17) 
and 
M(w, O) = -h*e-rV/(aw).  
For 0 < t < T, (6.17) is generalized to 
c6.1s) 
p( Wt, t) = -h*e -~T-t~ /a = # - r* e_~(T_t) 
(72a (6.i9) 
Thus for an exponential utiIity function, the product of the amount invested in 
the risky asset and the interest accumulation factor to time T is the constant 
-h*/a.  In particular, the amount invested in the risky asset is independent 
of the investor's wealth, reflecting the fact that the risk tolerance function is 
constant. 
6.2. Decreasing LRT Utility Functions 
It follows from (4.t2) that 
p(w, o) = - (h ' /c ) (se  -~T - w), 
and 
M(w,o)  = (h'/c)(se - rT -  ~)/w,  
w < se -~T, (6.20) 
w < ~e -~r. (6.21) 
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For 0 < t < T, (6.211 is generalized to 
3-&'IE, t) - - fh ' / ' c l ( se  - '~T-~) - ~l/) )/'tgt 
_ p , -  ~'* se  - r ' r -O  - l ,~  ~I~ ~ ~e , - rT -~ 
,,co IE  
~6.22) 
which sllows ttmt the optimal ameunt invested in the risky ,.sseg is proport iomd 
to the difference between r.he discounted l~vel of saturation and the current 
wealth. 
6.3. [~crcas'tn 9 LRT Utzb.ty Functivrts 
f~ s fl'um 14.2U} thr~t 
pI w,0) -= - th*  /c)[w - se - 'T ) .  ~' 2 ~se-~'r, [6.23) 
and 
M(w.  O) - - Ih ' / c ){  w - se-~r) /~, .  
For 0 < t < T, 16.2'1) is generalized to 
w ~ se - ' 'T  t6.24) 
= ff - r* [Vt - , se  -~/T-t~ 
,T~-c Wt ' ~ > se - " ( r - t ) "  
~6,25) 
Hence optimM the amount invested in the risky asset is proportional [o the excess 
of current wealth ~ver the discounted value of the minimM reqmred terminal 
wealth. 
An investor may have the constraint hat the terminal wealth must be at 
tea.st s, s > 0. Then se -~qT-~ is the portion of current wealth ~f~ t.hat grows 
to s at time T with certainty. Then complement, Wt - se - ' (T  t )  is the portion 
of current wealth that  can considered as "free". Thus (6.25) shows that, at any 
time, a constant proportion of the "free" wealth should be invested in tim risky 
asset. 
In the special case s - 0, (6.23) reduces to 
~2 C 
(6.~6) 
which is a constant. Thus, at ,~ny time t, (I < t < T, a constant proportion of 
tile current wealth should be invested in the risky ~sset. This formula, not the 
more general formula (6.13), is usually called the Merton ratio in the literature 
(Panjer et al., i998, p. 1,11). Consider an investor who h~ an increaaing LRT 
utility flmction with c = 4/3 and s - 0. [f the risk premium on the risky asseL 
# - r*, is 5% and the vo[atility of the risky russet ~ me~ured  by cr is 25%. ~hen 
the Merton ratio 16.26) tbr this investor is 60%. 
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7, Optimal Dynamic Investment Strategies - -  Multiple Risky Assets 
The results in the ]ast seetxon can be generalized to t.he case of multiple primitive 
risky assets I the model in Subsection 2.2), which is more relevant in practice. 
Similar to t6.2), the price density can be written ~zs 
,~ = ~_.-,,'r ~ [Sk(T}/,S~.fO)]~; r T.I) 
IAs in the last section, the value of c~ is not relevant in the following. It is such 
that E[~F] = 1.) By (3.8) and iT.l), the opt imal terminal wealth is now 
ivy-c(.~e~"~]'~]iY,'~.lTl,'3"~.~?~l'; ) =~ 
Again, let tlv}~ := ca, ~and for 0 ~ t < T, let fVt denot, e t.he value of the replicating 
portfol io lbr [~ .  For 0 ~ t < T and k = t, 2 . . . .  , n, tet pk(iVt, t) be amount 
invest.od in risky asset k in the replicating portfolio of It@ at time t. Generalizing 
I6.13), let 
M~.I~I~, t) = pkl'We, t) / l~ (7.4) 
be the Merton ratio for risky ~set  k at t ime t, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
Formula (6.4) can be generalized as fol]ows. Consider a contingent claim with 
payoff 
x(S~(T), S=(T) . . . .  , S~ (Z)) I7.5) 
at t ime T, for some payoff function 7r. For 0 _< t < T, let V(sl,.%- . . . . .  s~.t) 
denote its price at t ime t, and for k = t, 2 , . . . .  n, let rlk(sl, s, , . . . ,  s~, t) denote 
the amount  of risky asset k in the replicating portfolio for (7.5), given that  
Sj(t) = sj, j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,n .  Then it is known (Gerber and Shiu 1996, Formula 
S,35) that  
OV 
O*" = .sk Os-k'" (7.6) 
In particular, consider the payoff 
(7.7) 
Again, with .~ viewed as a paranleter, this is a family of payolfs. Because w = 
wr A) is the time-0 price of (7.3), we gather that the time-0 price of (7.7) is 
V(sl,s2,.. . ,s,~,U)=w ~ sj . 
j~L 
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Hence, by (7.6) and the chain rule, 
(H)H O,~(s~,s2 . . . . .  s, ,0) = w' X sj .\h'k sa . 
3=1 3=1 
(r,9) 
To obtain p~.(w. 0), it suffices to set s: = s2 . . . . .  s,~ = t. Thus 
~r lo) 
I~ence 
pk( Wt, t) = -h*~ rt( Wt), 17.11) 
:;~nuralizing 16.12 ~. 
Note that rhe a.mount inv,.strut in risky :~.%,~t it, ,.~ a fra~'tion ,,f f.h~. rr e, al 
amoum invested in all risky assets, is 
r r  rr 
j~ l  j= l  
(7.12) 
which depends only on the risk-neutral Esscher parameters and is constant, say 
qk, at all times. Hence we have a ":mutual fired" theorem: for any risk-averse 
investor, the risky asset portion of his optimal investment portfolio is of identical 
composition. That is, each investor only needs to invest in (or borrow from) tile 
same two mutual funds - -  one is a risk-free bond fired while the other is at 
risky-asset mutual fund whose portfolio mix is continuously adjusted so that at 
;dl times the fraction of its value invested in risky asset k is qk. The investor's 
exposure or amount of investment in the risky-asset mutual fund divided by his 
or her "'current risk tolerance" is always kept at the constant level 
r~ 
-Eh;- 
j--1 
(7.13) 
8. Conc lud ing  Remarks  
For the investor who wants to maximize the expected utility of terminal wealth, 
some general and simple rules have been established. In the ease where the in- 
vestment vehicles are a risk-free asset and a risky asset, the amount invested in 
the risky asset should at any time be the product of the current risk ~olerance 
and the risk premium on the risky asset, divided by the square of the diffusion 
coefficient. It is natural to formulate this result in terms of the risk-neutral Es- 
scher parameter, and also in terms of the elasticity. For example, the amount 
invested in the risky asset, as a fraction of the total assets, should ttt any time be 
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r.he riskmeutraI E,scher parameter divided by tlte eh~sticity, with respec~ to cur- 
rent wealth, of the expected marginal ~ttitity of terminal wealth. More general: 
but simiIarly transparent, results are found for the optimal strategy in the more 
realistic e:tse, where the invest, men~ vehicles comprise more than one risky asset, 
It Js shown that the ratio of the amounts invented in the various risky .assets 
are constant in time and are proportional to the risk~neutral Esseher parame- 
ters. Hence the risky ~ssets can be replaced by a single nmtnaI f, md with the 
r~ght asset mix. In this sense, the case of multiple risky a~ssets can be reduced 
to the c~3se of a single risky ~sset. This paper can be refined and extended in 
various directions. The interested reader may want to consult research papers 
such as Boyle and Lin (1997), Boyle attd Yang (1997), Browne (1998). Cox and 
Huang (1989), Dybvig (t988), Dybvig (1988), Karatzas, Lehoczky, Sethi and 
Shreve I1986) and Pliska /1986) and their references. Also, many recent arti- 
cles on ~ptimal investment ,tr'ttegies are published in the journal ;lIather~,dir~al 
fi'//~,~2/3 ~ , .
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Sutle strategie di invest imento ott imali  
RIASSUNTO 
Si consideri un investitore con nn orizzonte decisionate dato e fimzione d'utilith 
definita snlla sua ricchezza. Se le attivitg disponibili sono solo due, una rischiosa 
e l'altra no, allora I~ strategia d'investimento ottima ~ tale che in ogni istante 
l'ammontare investito nell'al, tivitg rischiosa deve essere il prodotto della sua 
"toller~mza at rischio attuale" e del premio at rischio per ogni attivitg, diviso 
per il quadrato del coefficiente di diffusione dell'atLivitg rischiosa. Nel caso di 
pi~ attivits rischiose, In strategia d'invest[mento ottima ~ simile e rnantiene i 
rapporti ddle quantit/~ investite helle diverse attivitg costanti nel tempo. 
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